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I

NTEROPERABILITY STANDARDS ARE THE
lifeblood for many products and industries. Standards
enable nearly every piece of interactive technology we
use today—from cellular phones to computers—and
the standardization process regularly drives advances
in product substitution, quality, and price competition.
But every rose has its thorn, and the standardization process is no exception. In selecting patented technologies for
adoption as part of an industry standard, standard-setting
organizations (SSOs) may effectively clear the field of technological competition and render the selected technology
essential for any firm that wishes to manufacture products
that comply with the standard.1 Firms that develop products that implement the standard may effectively lock in the
technology and guarantee demand for the standard-essential
patents (SEPs)—patents that are necessarily infringed by
implementation of some or all of the standard. Industry
standards thus may position owners of adopted technologies as market “gatekeepers,” who may harm competition
and customers by charging unreasonable prices for licenses
to their technology or refusing to grant licenses altogether.
Most SSOs endeavor to mitigate these anticompetitive
risks through rules that require patent holders to inform
the SSO that they own patents that might be essential to
a proposed standard and to promise to grant licenses for
purposes of implementing the standard. Most notably,
SSOs generally require SEP holders to commit to granting licenses to any willing licensee on fair, reasonable, and
non-discriminatory (FRAND) terms, so that SEP holders
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cannot price discriminate, take unjustified price increases,
or refuse to deal based on a potential licensee’s position in
the distribution chain. Some SSOs also require SEP holders
to commit that they will not seek exclusionary remedies in
later patent infringement litigation.
Historically, the U.S. antitrust agencies also sought
to mitigate these anticompetitive concerns by applying
the Sherman Act and the FTC Act.2 For decades, in fact,
administrations of both parties took a consistent approach
to abuses in SEP licensing, applying the antitrust laws to
intellectual property like any other type of property. A central insight articulated by Rich Gilbert, Deputy Assistant
Attorney General under Assistant Attorney General Anne
Bingaman, was that intellectual property was a property
right like any other—a right to exclude; accordingly, it was
neither more nor less subjected to antitrust scrutiny.
That cohesion ended abruptly during the Trump administration. Below, we explore the evolution of SEP policy at
the U.S. antitrust agencies, and we consider what may lie
ahead at the start of the Biden administration.
The Era of Rough Consensus (1995–2017)
In 1995, the U.S. antitrust agencies issued the Antitrust
Guidelines for the Licensing of Intellectual Property. The
Guidelines—a landmark document—launched an era of
rough consensus between the agencies about the antitrust
analysis of intellectual property rights generally, and SEPs
in particular. They made clear that antitrust law “should not
impose greater or lesser scrutiny for intellectual property
than for other forms of property,” even if intellectual property is different in important ways.3 The Guidelines formalized and built upon a framework that courts had for years
been applying in antitrust cases.4
The Guidelines proved durable. Over the ensuing
20 years, across administrations from both parties, and in
the face of a sea change in technological development, the
agencies applied the antitrust laws to intellectual property
like any other form of property. In June 2002, for example,

all five FTC commissioners voted to charge Rambus, a
memory chip designer, with monopolizing technology markets by participating in a collaborative standard-setting exercise while concealing that it was working to develop—and
in fact had—patents that covered technology that would
be incorporated in the proposed standards.5 The Commission alleged and ultimately found that Rambus’s conduct
enabled it to hold up memory manufacturers for supracompetitive royalties.6 Although the D.C. Circuit set aside the
FTC’s finding on evidentiary grounds, it did not dispute
that deception during standard setting could trigger liability
under Section 2 of the Sherman Act.7
In 2007, the Third Circuit in Broadcom Corp. v. Qualcomm Inc. famously acknowledged “a growing awareness of
the risks associated with deceptive conduct in the private
standard-setting process.”8 It concluded that “a firm’s deceptive FRAND commitment to an [SSO] may constitute
actionable anticompetitive conduct” under Section 2 when
(1) a patent holder makes intentionally false promises to
license SEPs on FRAND terms, (2) the SSO relies on those
promises when including the technology in a standard, and
(3) the patent holder subsequently breaches its promises.9
Broadcom followed, and built upon statements by Republican appointees who identified patent hold-up as a threat to
competition in standardized markets.10
Over the following years, the FTC advocated that SEP
holders must make an affirmative showing that an implementer is unwilling to take a FRAND license before securing exclusionary remedies.11 The DOJ advocated for similar
limits in a joint policy statement with the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office (USPTO),12 and—in a 2015 business
review letter that it issued to The Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers (IEEE)—stated that it would not
challenge an SSO requirement that members forgo exclusionary relief in patent litigation in most circumstances.13
Federal courts and other decision makers generally were
aligned with the agencies’ recommendations.14
Disintegration of Consensus (2017–2021)
In 2017, the agencies updated their IP Licensing Guidelines
for the first time since 1995.15 FTC Commissioner Maureen
Ohlhausen—who once said that the 1995 Guidelines offered
“a sensible and balanced approach”16—warned of a “worrying trend” in which international regulators incorrectly use
antitrust laws to regulate prices, thus diluting intellectual
property rights.17 She emphasized that the new Guidelines
underscored “key principles” in the agencies’ approaches,
including that firms face no antitrust liability for unilaterally
refusing to assist their competitors, and that there is no antitrust liability for overcharging without additional anticompetitive conduct.18 Ohlhausen’s emphasis on these principles
signaled a shift by the agencies to a more non-interventionist
approach to SEPs in three distinct facets: (1) monopolization
claims under Section 2; (2) exclusionary remedies; and (3)
certain forms of concerted conduct.

In 2018, Assistant Attorney General Makan Delrahim
began pushing the DOJ’s policy on SEP enforcement in an
entirely different direction. In a series of speeches reflecting
his “New Madison” approach to intellectual property and
antitrust law, Delrahim advanced a narrow vision of antitrust law’s role in constraining hold-up and other unilateral
conduct adjacent to standard-setting.19 Most notably, Delrahim posited that “hold-up is fundamentally not an antitrust
problem, and therefore antitrust law should not be used as
a tool to police FRAND commitments that patent-holders make to standard setting organizations.”20 Furthermore,
Delrahim asserted that a patent holder’s refusal to license
cannot give rise to antitrust liability, even when practicing the patent is essential to compliance with an industry
standard.21
DOJ vs. FTC. In an extraordinary, unprecedented and
troubling move, the DOJ embarked on advocacy for the
New Madison approach in open court, in opposition to its
sibling agency in FTC v. Qualcomm Inc. Although Delrahim himself was recused from the case because of his prior
lobbying work on behalf of Qualcomm,22 the DOJ argued
against the FTC and in favor of Qualcomm before the U.S.
District Court for the Northern District of California, and
then again (twice) before the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Ninth Circuit.23 To our knowledge this is the first and only
time one agency has opposed its sibling agency in court.
The DOJ’s efforts bore fruit: The Ninth Circuit handed
down a sweeping decision in which it reversed the district
court’s judgment that Qualcomm violated Section 2 of the
Sherman Act, and the decision came close to categorically
foreclosing FRAND breach as a premise for a Section 2
claim.24
With the Qualcomm decision in hand, the DOJ pivoted
its advocacy efforts to focus on private antitrust litigation
between auto parts maker Continental Automotive Systems
Inc. and patent pool Avanci LLC. Continental alleged that
Avanci and its members—who hold SEPs related to wireless
communication in automobiles—refused to license non-automakers, resulting in unreasonably high royalties and an
inability by component manufacturers to secure licenses.
Continental alleged the behavior was at odds with the SEP
holders’ FRAND commitments and violated Sections 1 and
2 of the Sherman Act.25
The DOJ filed a statement of interest, in which it argued
that a breach of FRAND obligations does not constitute
exclusionary conduct. In the DOJ’s view, a patent holder’s
efforts to maximize royalties after making FRAND commitments—including by deceiving the SSO, refusing to
license, or charging unreasonable royalties—do not constitute unlawful exclusionary conduct.26 The DOJ argued that
antitrust law imposes no duty to license on FRAND terms,
even if an SEP holder had agreed to FRAND contractual
obligations.27
The district court sided with the DOJ and the defense,
holding that regardless of circumstance, “It is not
S U M M E R
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anticompetitive for an SEP holder to violate its FRAND
obligations.”28 And the court concluded that deceiving an
SSO can never “constitute[] the type of anticompetitive
conduct required to support a § 2 claim,” in part because of
its conclusion that the accumulation of market power in the
hands of SEP holders is a natural, inevitable, and necessary
consequence of standardization, regardless of how a patent
holder abuses the standardization process.29
That holding—and the DOJ’s statement—broke from
a decade of SEP antitrust jurisprudence, most notably
Broadcom.30 That line of cases recognized that while a patent holder’s exclusionary rights “confer[] a lawful monopoly
over the claimed invention,” they do not enable exclusion
of all technologies that compete to serve a given purpose.31
To the contrary, patented technologies often compete with
other patented and non-proprietary technologies, such that
an individual patent’s “value is limited when alternative
technologies exist.”32 In Broadcom, the Third Circuit held
that Broadcom adequately alleged that Qualcomm’s false
FRAND commitments played a key role in ensuring that
the relevant SSOs selected its patents for adoption into the
standard and thereby harmed the competitive process.33
An About-Face on Exclusionary Remedies. The effort to
replace the old consensus advanced on multiple fronts, not
just within the litigation arena. While it was readying to line
up opposite the FTC in the Qualcomm case, the DOJ rolled
back the previous administration’s guidance and advocacy
on the availability of exclusionary remedies in cases involving SEPs.34 In December 2018, Assistant Attorney General
Delrahim announced the DOJ’s withdrawal from its 2013
joint policy statement with the USPTO on remedies for
SEPs subject to FRAND commitments.35 The 2013 statement, Delrahim contended, did “not accurately convey . . .
our position about when and how patent holders should be
able to exclude competitors from practicing their technologies” and led some SSOs to “make it too easy for patent
implementers to bargain collectively and achieve sub-optimal concessions from patents holders that undermine the
incentive to innovate.”36
Little more than a year after it withdrew from the 2013
joint policy statement, the DOJ entered into a new joint
policy statement with the USPTO and the National Institute of Standards and Technology.37 The new guidance called
for “[a]ll remedies available under national law, including
injunctive relief and adequate damages, [to] be available for
infringement of standards-essential patents subject to a F/
RAND commitment, if the facts of a given case warrant
them,” and rejected the notion “that injunctions and other
exclusionary remedies should not be available in actions for
infringement of standards-essential patents.”38
Similar themes emerged in 2020, when the DOJ released
an unsolicited supplement to the IEEE business review letter—five years after the DOJ issued its initial letter. The
DOJ intended that the supplement, which it acknowledged was “extraordinary,” would “supplement, update, and
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append” the DOJ’s prior statements about IEEE’s approach
to exclusionary remedies.39
The IEEE policy required that members agree not to seek
exclusionary relief under most circumstances, and in 2015
the DOJ said the policy likely complied with antitrust laws.
The supplement stated that the DOJ’s prior statements on
the policy were “outdated” and misunderstood.40 The DOJ
now explained that a policy like IEEE’s may be “chilling
innovation” by discouraging firms from participating in
the standards-development process.41 The supplement also
stated that there was “no single correct way” to calculate
reasonable royalties under FRAND policies, and it discouraged the IEEE recommendation of using the smallest salable patent-practicing unit (SSPPU) as a reference point to
determine FRAND rates.42 The DOJ emphasized that the
2015 letter should no longer be interpreted—whether by
companies or international competition authorities—as
supporting IEEE’s patent policy.43 And the DOJ warned
against the “radical theory” of applying the antitrust laws to
SEP licensing negotiations and any resulting FRAND violations,44 which it characterized as exclusively “contractual
disputes between private parties.”45
But the DOJ’s efforts did not end with the supplement.
Three months later, a counsel to then-Assistant Attorney
General Delrahim bucked norms and attended a December 2020 meeting held by IEEE’s standards board.46 IEEE
subsequently announced that it would review its patent policy.47 A group of licensors quickly urged IEEE to remove
“one-sided language” and rescind the 2015 policy, prompting clashes with other stakeholders.48
A Selective Approach to Concerted Conduct. The DOJ
also took a more hands-off approach to certain forms of
concerted conduct, notably those involving patent pools
and refusals to license “all comers.” Patent pools are horizontal agreements by patent holders to collectively license
patents. Since at least 1995, the DOJ and FTC have recognized that “licensing arrangements among . . . competitors
may promote rather than hinder competition if they result
in integrative efficiencies” such as economies of scale or the
integration of complementary capabilities, and the agencies generally will employ the rule of reason to evaluate the
arrangements.49 Unlike prior administrations, the Trump
DOJ applied those concepts in ways that ostensibly blessed
non-FRAND practices.
Among the most prominent examples of this approach
was the DOJ’s response to Avanci LLC in a business review
letter in November 2019. Avanci asked the DOJ to opine on
the legality of its proposed 5G licensing program, whereby
Avanci intended (1) to license only automakers—original
equipment manufacturers (OEMs), as they are known in the
industry—and (2) to give licensees discounts if they agreed
not to “assert claims challenging the pooling agreement,
licensing terms, or offers in litigation.”50 Although the DOJ
acknowledged that Avanci’s pool sought to upend existing
licensing practices in the industry, whereby “suppliers in

the automotive industry typically take a license to any intellectual property necessary to produce a particular component,”51 the DOJ concluded the program would not violate
U.S. antitrust laws.
The Avanci Business Review Letter acknowledged that
“making the license agreement available to all interested
licensees” is a core FRAND principle and a criterion relevant to the antitrust analysis.52 Indeed, non-discrimination
among licensees has historically been a feature that the DOJ
looks for in SEP pools.53 Yet in its letter, the DOJ asserted
that although the Avanci 5G “Platform’s field of use is limited to connected vehicles and not other components in the
supply chain, such as telematics units, this limited field of use
does not necessarily make the Platform anticompetitive.”54
The DOJ appeared to adopt Avanci’s assertions that its platform would “result in numerous licensing efficiencies, such
as simplifying scope, pricing, and royalty collection.”55 And
the DOJ accepted Avanci’s representation that its OEMonly licensing model is necessary because “the Vehicle manufacturer base is more visible, smaller in number, and more
consistent over time” than component suppliers.56
The DOJ also evaluated a proposed bounty system by
which the pool would pay SEP holders for suing alleged
infringers of the pooled SEPs. Specifically, Avanci awards
“points”—the means by which it distributes licensing revenue—“to licensors that enforce or are prepared to enforce
their essential patents and their efforts result in Platform
licenses that benefit all licensors.”57 In addition, Avanci
identifies to its members those potential licensees who will
not accept a platform license, and Avanci reimburses the
litigation costs of members who sue alleged infringers and
succeed in forcing infringers to take a license to the Avanci
platform.58
The DOJ characterized this system as procompetitive, in
that it may “discourage hold out by licensees and assist with
enforcement, which benefits both large and small licensors.”59 It discounted the threat of over-enforcement, and
characterized the attendant patent litigation as helpful in
weeding out invalid or non-essential patents from Avanci’s
pool. The DOJ did not analyze the potential anticompetitive effects that the bounty system could produce.
As to component suppliers, the DOJ wrote that excluding
component suppliers from the platform “is unlikely to harm
competition” because suppliers that want a direct license to
“supply vehicle manufacturers that are not Avanci licensees”
can simply negotiate one-on-one with licensors outside the
platform.60 That caveat, along with the DOJ’s warning that
“[c]ompetitive concerns could arise if pool licensors collectively agreed not to license outside the pool,”61 marked a
more explicit acknowledgment of the potential competitive
harm arising from concerted refusals to license than the DOJ
had made just a few months earlier when it filed a Statement
of Interest in the antitrust litigation between Continental
and Avanci. In addition to its Sherman Act Section 2 claim,
Continental alleged that Avanci and its members agreed

to boycott entire segments of the automotive industry by
refusing to license SEPs to anyone but automobile OEMs.62
When Continental, a component manufacturer, sought a
license from each defendant, it allegedly “met with either
refusals to offer a direct license, or no response whatsoever.”63 Although the DOJ’s Statement discussed Section 2
issues at length, it said nothing about Continental’s concerted conduct allegations.64
New Administration, New Approach?
As of early June 2021, the Biden administration’s approach
to antitrust enforcement and SEPs remains uncertain, particularly given that key administration positions—including
the Assistant Attorney General for Antitrust at the DOJ and
the Director of the USPTO—remain unfilled. But there are
some indications that a rebalancing may be underway.
Most notably, on June 15, 2021, President Biden named
Lina Khan, a notable Big Tech critic, Chair of the Federal
Trade Commission.65 Observers believe her appointment
to the FTC and elevation to Chair mark a more aggressive
approach to antitrust enforcement, including against major
SEP holders like Qualcomm.66 Indeed, Khan previously
warned against the use of patents to enable anticompetitive
conduct, arguing that “a handful of companies across sectors
wield outsized control over key technologies” and that many
of these firms “have come to monopolize these tools primarily through rolling up competitors and their patents.”67 She
warned that “[w]hile patents are vital for promoting innovation, they are also routinely abused, to weaken rivals as well
as to stunt development by fencing off corporate estates.”68
On June 3, 2021, the Acting Assistant Attorney General
for Antitrust at the DOJ, Richard A. Powers, also signaled
a shift. He stated that “it’s fair to say the new administration is rethinking” its antitrust approach to intellectual
property issues.69 Powers acknowledged that many observers
had criticized the prior administration’s positions, and that
“[t]hose criticisms have in some respects been justified.”70
Accordingly, the DOJ is “working through what a balanced
approach looks like as we consider our IP policy moving
forward,” and “no one should be surprised if you see some
changes coming soon from us on that front.”71 Powers did
not offer any additional detail about the changes under consideration, when they might occur, or in what manner the
DOJ would announce them.
A few months earlier, in March 2021, then-FTC Acting
Chairwoman Rebecca Kelly Slaughter testified at a House
Judiciary antitrust hearing on antitrust issues related to
SEPs. Slaughter affirmed that there is “a role for antitrust
law to play” in ensuring that SEP owners follow through
on their FRAND commitments and do not “abuse” their
enormous market power to “exclude competitors.”72 Slaughter acknowledged that this perspective is different from how
we traditionally view patents—“which are really rights to
exclude”—but emphasized that SEP holders’ misuse of market power is an “important issue” on which the FTC must
S U M M E R
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focus.73 In her written testimony that same day, Slaughter
backed a more expansive use of Section 5 of the FTC Act—
which makes deceptive or unfair practices in commerce illegal—to remedy patent-related “market-power abuses” that
fall outside the purview of the Sherman and Clayton Acts.74
President Biden also appointed Bill Baer—the former DOJ
Antitrust chief under President Obama—to his FTC transition team. As early as 2015, Baer acknowledged that antitrust
enforcers “need to address” SEP abuses when a patent holder
improperly uses its market power.75 In May 2020, Baer suggested that antitrust enforcers develop “new policy guidance”
regarding SEPs to “nudge the courts towards a less skeptical
view of the need for assertive enforcement.”76 Baer also co-authored a report urging President Biden “to revitalize antitrust
enforcement”; to appoint agency heads who understand that
market power is a “serious problem”; and to recognize that,
ultimately, “business as usual will not suffice.”77
What these statements do not indicate is whether the
Biden administration and its antitrust appointees can bridge
the SEP-related gap between the DOJ and FTC that arose
in Qualcomm. That process necessarily will take time, but
the Biden administration could depart from the previous
administration in several ways.
Sherman Act Section 2 Considerations. While much
remains uncertain about the Biden administration’s
approach to SEP enforcement, the DOJ has already scaled
back its advocacy, including in the Continental litigation.
That case is currently on appeal in the Fifth Circuit, and
both parties have filed their opening briefs. A number of
amici weighed in on both sides, but the DOJ did not file a
statement of interest—a stark change from the prior administration, which rarely missed an opportunity to file briefs
in high-profile SEP disputes, including in Continental itself.
Instead, the DOJ submitted a letter clarifying that while
Avanci repeatedly cites the DOJ’s statement of interest filed
in the district court, the DOJ did not file anything in the
Fifth Circuit expressing its “current views of the antitrust
issues raised by” the case.78 The DOJ also offered to submit
an amicus brief if requested by the court and approved by
the Solicitor General.79
These actions provide the first glimpse into the Biden
administration’s potential approach, and it appears to foreshadow the DOJ’s return to earlier views on Broadcom and
the interplay between antitrust and standard-setting activities. Indeed, federal courts have long recognized that willfully acquiring monopoly power by means other than “skill,
foresight and industry” violates Section 2 of the Sherman
Act.80 Any approach that would permit using deception to
obtain monopoly power and exclude rivals would harm the
competitive process.81 This becomes increasingly true as
more and more devices incorporate standardized components. And the mere fact that an SEP holder’s deception—
and the resulting refusal to license on FRAND terms—may
also be a breach of contract does not preclude applying the
antitrust laws.82
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The FTC largely picks up where it left off at the end
of the Trump administration: articulating a role for antitrust law in curbing unilateral abuses in standards-adjacent
activities. Although the Commission decided not to seek
certiorari from the Supreme Court in Qualcomm after the
Ninth Circuit denied its petition for rehearing en banc,
then-Acting Chairwoman Slaughter noted in a press release
that she continues “to believe that the district court’s conclusion that Qualcomm violated the antitrust laws was entirely
correct and that the court of appeals erred in concluding
otherwise.”83 Slaughter expressed “concern . . . about the
potential for anticompetitive or unfair behavior in the context of standard setting” and committed the FTC to “closely
monitor conduct” in the standard-setting arena.
Taken together, these hints evince that competition
enforcers in the Biden administration may view the antitrust laws as a critical tool in policing unlawful acquisition
of monopoly power in the context of SEPs.
Concerted Conduct Considerations. Between the Avanci
Business Review Letter, the Ninth Circuit ruling in Qualcomm, and the district court ruling in Continental v. Avanci,
the Biden administration comes to power during a more permissive era for SEP holders’ licensing practices: one in which
their concerted decisions not to license large segments of
industries is condoned or excused. While that type of environment enables greater royalty revenues for SEP holders—
and potentially encourages some forms of innovation—it can
also create supply-chain insecurity, production inefficiencies,
and higher prices for other entities in the distribution chain.
Potentially recognizing these dynamics, one of the Biden
administration’s first actions related to SEPs was to restore
the 2015 IEEE Business Review Letter and relegate the 2020
Supplement to the “advocacy” section of the DOJ’s website.84 With this action, the DOJ appeared to signal the need
for some guardrails against the power of SEP holders. Acting
Assistant Attorney General Richard Powers explained that
moving the 2020 Supplement to the “competition advocacy”
portion of the DOJ’s website represents “a return to previous
practice” consistent with DOJ regulations.85 Put differently,
the DOJ now appears to acknowledge that the 2020 Supplement (1) did not include an industry-wide consultation
process as required by agency policy, and (2) improperly
expanded the business review process, which leaves no room
for supplements, to take sides in SSO activities.86
A Potential Return to Prior Policy on Injunctions.
Although the DOJ and the FTC under the Biden administration have yet to take a position on the availability of exclusionary remedies in SEP cases, there is at least one indirect
indication of a return to pre-Trump administration policy:
By moving the 2020 Supplement to the advocacy section
of the DOJ’s website, the DOJ implicitly rejected the prior
administration’s position—as expressed in the 2020 Supplement—that “[d]enying essential patent holders access to
injunctive relief has the potential to lessen returns for inventors and thereby to harm incentives for future innovation.”87

This may be the first of a series of steps the DOJ takes in
response to calls for greater clarity about remedies for SEP
infringement and the antitrust consequences of seeking an
injunction in a SEP infringement case.88
Conclusion
Given the importance and prevalence of SEPs—as well as
the heated, and long-running debate about the interaction
of antitrust laws and SEP licensing conduct—interested parties should closely monitor public pronouncements on these
topics as the Biden administration appoints new leadership at
the FTC and DOJ. Observers should also keep a close eye on
the agency enforcement policies, including potential amicus
filings in the Continental case and the DOJ’s approach to
business review letters touching on SEP licensing.
That said, the agencies can influence the evolving SEP
policy only so much. Courts too are important arbiters in
the debate over SEP licensing obligations and how SEPs
interact with antitrust law. The Ninth Circuit’s decision in
Qualcomm may have been a watershed shift in how courts
view the interaction between SEP licensing practices and
the role (or lack thereof ) for the antitrust laws. If other
courts follow the Ninth Circuit, the Biden administration
may have difficulty shifting how SSOs and SEP holders
approach licensing. The Fifth Circuit’s decision in the pending Continental appeal will serve as an early litmus test of
what lies ahead in the courts. ■
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